
What to expect… Bark delivery
Before your delivery arrives, plan for where the material will be dumped.

Fully loaded dump trucks are heavy. They can crack already compromised driveways or weak edges.

Dumping in the center of the driveway is the best way to distribute the weight. We cannot drive on grass

or muddy areas where the truck could possibly get stuck. The area should be as level as possible.

Now that you have found a spot, look up, the truck bed will need approx. 30 feet of upward clearance to

dump. Check for power lines or low hanging branches.

Any chance you won’t be home for the delivery? Mark the area with a tarp or maybe a cardboard box

that says “dump here”. Speaking of tarps, some material can stain concrete, it is a good idea to protect

the surface with a tarp or plastic sheeting.

Now about the material…
Bark is a naturally occurring product that can change slightly in color depending on the day of your

delivery. To ensure color matching for your entire project make sure you order all necessary product for

delivery on the same day.

Bark is delivered out of a large stockpile that can create heat. You may notice the product steaming after

delivery, this is natural and will dissipate as you spread the material. Certain times of year, insects

already in your yard may be attracted to this heat, they will disperse as the heat dissipates.

Bark is great for weed control but can make the nitrogen in the soil unavailable for your plants to use.

Before spreading the bark it is a good idea to put down a slow release nitrogen fertilizer, either organic

or conventional, this will offset this effect.

For best results, make sure the area is clear of weeds and unwanted vegetation before spreading your

bark. Bark is best known for its finished look and weed control, but it is also beneficial to the underlying

soil and plant roots by retaining moisture, regulating soil temperate and minimizing soil run off. Bark also

reduces soil compaction and attracts beneficial insects. The most effective depth is 3” of total mulch, so

if you are covering old material that may still be 1” thick, add 2” of material, but if the ground is bare

plan for 3”. Make sure you taper the depth of the material around plants so that the crown is not buried

in bark.

Maintaining your hard work…
Limit raking and leaf blowing activities. Dig out the excess soil and re-cover any mole holes. Avoid

excessive watering from hoses or broken sprinklers and downspouts that may wash away material.

Any questions, please contact customer service at 425-337-2700 or email us at

sales@pacifictopsoils.com

Thanks for your business.
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